Secretary of the Committee on National Economy, Aviliani stated that in the next 3-4 years the economic situation the United States and Europe will experience the decline in demand (demand) of goods and services. The reasons for the decline are as 70 percent of the population will be over 50 years old, that cause the decrease of the productivity and this will affect the income and consumption taxes. Similar situation will also occur in Japan. Meanwhile, "China, India and Indonesia is currently the main target of the request (demand) of the world (marketplace), as the high population and stable economic growth of those three countries, "said Aviliani in Stadium General for Pre-Graduation held by Directorate of Career Development and Alumni Relations, Bogor Agricultural University (DPKHA-IPB), Monday, 19 September 2011, in Bogor.

Banking business in Indonesia is very prospective. Of the 124 banks, they operate and develop branches in all Indonesia. The development bank business follow business activities. Banking conditions grew more than 20 percent. Unfortunately, said Aviliani, trade and services sectors have large amount of financing support. Meanwhile, investment in the agricultural sector is still very low, less than 5 percent “. In reality, agricultural business is very prospective, and it has generated higher employment opportunities. I hope the graduate of Bogor Agricultural University will become analysis in banking systems and agricultural entrepreneurs in the agricultural sector, thus helping to increase funding in the sector, “said Aviliani. Further, Aviliani, suggested that they should not focus on food markets overseas and forget domestic. Precisely there are enormous opportunities at home country, whatever business we will establish, the products will be absorbed. Moreover, the number of Indonesia who are with medium level economic status is growing steadily, it will be a good opportunities.

In this event, Director of DPKHA-IPB, Dr.Ir. Dodik Ridho Nurrochmat, M. Sc, F. Trop reminded prospective graduates that the career they have chosen either to be employees or entrepreneurs, they all depend on their vision. “From now on design our life as best as possible. Then, step forward to implement what we have chosen or applying for jobs according to the vision, ”said Dr. Dodik. According to him, this General Stadium was organized to assist students to accelerate the waiting period for them to get their jobs.

Rector of Bogor Agricultural University, Prof.Dr.Ir. Herry Suhardiyanto, M.Sc. suggested that the prospective graduates should not add to the total number of educated unemployed people. ”I hope you will prepare yourself as best as you could. You have been equipped by the appropriate academic preparation, but not the soft skill. Please explore the potentiality that exist among you youself. Be sure that anyone of you have both specialtities and weaknesses. Sometime the speacialy lies in those weaknesses, on the other hands, the specialties sometime cause our weaknesses, and such sitaution should make us remain humble, ”stressed the Rector.

The moderator of this special event was the Head of Student Career Development, the
Directorate of Career Development and Alumni Relations (DPKHA) Ir. Iin Solihin, MSI. Ms. Suwartini, Director of Risk Compliance and Human Resources PT Bank Mega.Tbk. was also invited as the other speakers (Wied).